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About LSBC
Luxembourg – Slovenian Business Club, a non-profit 

organization with registered seat in Luxembourg, was 

established in 2012 by a group of businesspeople and 

entrepreneurs from Luxembourg and Slovenia. Today LSBC’s 

network connects more than 1.000 companies and individuals 

from all over the globe. LSBC uses advanced networking 

methods that result in an emerging community of cross-

regionally operating and collaborative-minded entrepreneurs.  
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Intelligently 
linked SMEs 
and individuals 
are the future 
of business! 

Luxembourg Slovenian Business Club offers 
a unique platform of SMEs and professionals 
linked in global projects.



Direct contact with decision 
makers in various markets 
and industries
LSBC provides SMEs with first class business connections and 

contacts in foreign markets through in-depth market research, 

analyses and information mining
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Globally operating marketing 
professionals for optimal 
information circulation 

DEDICATED EVENTS

Business Breakfast: Concrete and  

Innovative Solutions in FinTech

We presented first-hand the current Slovenian 

Fintech expertise and concrete business cases. 

The event featured a panel discussion with 

prominent speakers. Participant statement: 

“Excellent quality of both, speakers and the 

content”.

B2B Goes Digital:  

Sharing European Perspectives 

With a slogan “Think forward – Think digital”, we 

discussed best digital B2B practices, exchanged 

ideas and learned from actual business cases. 

Participant statement: “Very future - oriented 

content & good networking. Just continue like that!”

Connecting Ideas with Capital  

With the goal of successful and planned 

breakthrough of startup partnerships in the global 

markets, we attracted 15 investors who met with 

15 startups. Participant statement: “It was an 

opportunity rarely seen, to talk with investors on 

level grounds.”

COMPANY VISITS

SES Société Européenne des  

Satellites Luxembourg

LSBC, with the support of the Slovenian Embassy 

in Brussels, organized a special event where 

companies explored ways of cooperation and 

fostering creativity and innovation.

DELEGATIONS

ICT Spring 2016

GR Business Days 2015

Luxembourg and UAE: Partners in global finance 

1-2-1 MEETINGS 

150+ international meetings annually

Business Events 
“…Their proactive attitude 
and professionalism 
makes them a valued 
partner. We look forward 
to working with LSBC in 
the future.«

Dr. Youniz Hijazi, European 

Funding Programme, ICT Cluster, 

Luxinnovation GIE, 

“…our work with LSBC 
is opening up good 
opportunities to win our 
first project relatively 
soon.” 

Matej Šosterič, Business Director 

FinTech, Comtrade Digital Services

“… LSBC has a clearly 
defined strategy of 
collaboration between 
Slovenia and Luxembourg, 
and Belgium.«  

H.E. Matjaz Sinkovec,  

Embassy of Slovenia in Brussels

“… LSBC has provided 
my company with 
the opportunity of 
participating in 
international projects«  

Adnan Šupuk,CEO, Management 

Development Consulting

of participants stated that they 

were very satisfied with events 

organized by LSBC.

of participants stated that LSBC 

events were helpful for further 

development of their business.

of participants stated that 

content of LSBC events had fully 

met their expectations.

74% 

92% 

89% 


